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Abstract. We apply blind source separation techniques from statistical signal
processing to separate the traffic in a mix network into either individual flows
or groups of flows. This separation requires no a priori information about the
individual flows. As a result, unlinkability can be compromised without ever observing individual flows. Our experiments show that this attack is effective and
scalable. By correlating separated groups of flows across nodes, a passive attacker
can get an accurate traffic map of the mix network. We use a non-trivial network
to show that the combined attack works. The experiments also show that multicast
traffic can be dangerous for anonymity networks.

1

Introduction

In this paper, we describe a class of attacks on low-latency anonymity networks.
These attacks, which we will call flow separation attacks, aim at separating
(as opposed to identifying) flows inside a network, based on aggregate traffic
information only. This is in contrast to many previously proposed attacks against
mix networks, where the adversary has at least some information about one or
more flows in the system.
Since Chaum [1] pioneered the basic idea of the anonymous communication systems, researchers have developed various mix-based anonymity systems
for different applications. One of the main functions of the mix network is to
mix the traffic flows and so render senders or receivers anonymous. Mix networks typically achieve this by perturbing the traffic in (a) the payload domain
(through encryption), (b) in the route domain (through re-routing) and (c) in
the timing domain (through batching and link padding). By using the flow separation attack, an attacker can separate the flows based on passively collected
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traffic data. Further attacks by frequency spectrum matching or time domain
cross-correlation [2] can then easily determine the path of a flow in the mix network if additional knowledge about the flow is available or determine the traffic
directions in the mix network.
The flow separation attack employs the blind source separation model [3],
which was originally defined to solve cocktail party problem: The blind source
separation algorithms can extract one person’s voice signal given the mixtures of
voices in a cocktail party. Blind source separation algorithms solve the problem
based on the independence between voices from different persons. Similarly,
in a mix network, we can use blind source separation algorithms to separate
independent flows.
The contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows:
– We propose a new class of anonymity attacks, which can separate the flows
through a mix. Further attacks can make use of the information about the
separated flows and so be very effective in reducing anonymity.
– We use experiments to show that flow separation attacks are effective for
both single mixes and mix networks.
– We analyze the effect of multicast/broadcast traffic on the flow separation
attack. In contrast to intuition, our analysis and experiments show that the
presence of multicast/broadcast traffic significantly helps the attacker to
more precisely separate the flows.
– We discuss the possible use of flow separation attack in other anonymity
network settings and pros and cons of counter-measures.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 reviews the
related work. Section 3 outlines our mix network model and the threat model.
In Section 4, we introduce the flow separation attack. We will also describe the
frequency spectrum matching that we will use to evaluate the quality of flow
separation. The same method is used in the Flow Correlation Attack described
in [4]. In Section 5 and 6, we use ns-2 simulation experiments to show the effectiveness of the flow separation attack. We evaluate the flow separation attack
against a non-trivial mix network in Section 7. Section 8 discusses the application of flow separation attacks in different network settings and countermeasures
against the flow separation attack. We conclude this paper in Section 9 and identify extensions of this work.

2

Related Work

Chaum [1] pioneered the idea of anonymity in 1981. Since then, researchers
have applied the idea to different applications, such as message-based email

and flow-based low-latency communications, and they have invented new defense techniques as more attacks have been proposed. For anonymous email
applications, Chaum proposed to use relay servers, called mixes, that re-route
messages. Messages are encrypted to prevent their tracking by simple payload
inspection.
Low-latency anonymity systems have been developed recently for the dominant flow-based traffic in the Internet. A typical example is Tor [5], the secondgeneration onion router, developed for circuit-based low-latency anonymous
communication. It can provide perfect forward secrecy.
In addition to the traditional message-based anonymity attacks [6], a large
number of flow-based anonymity attacks have been proposed. Examples are intersection attacks [7], timing attacks [2], Danezis’ attack on continuous mixes
[8], and the flow correlation attack [4]. The timing attack [2] uses time domain cross-correlation to match flows given the packet timestamps of the flow.
Danezis’ attack on the continuous mix [8] relies on the per-packet independent
delay in the continuous mix in order to use convolution a a comparison measure
and likelihood ratios to detect a flow in aggregate traffic. The flow correlation
attack [4] employs statistical methods to detect TCP flows in aggregate traffic.
The flow separation attack proposed in this paper belongs to the class of
flow-based anonymity attacks.

3
3.1

Models
Mix and Mix Network

A mix is a relay device for anonymous communication. A single-mix network
can achieve a certain level of communication anonymity: The sender of a message attaches the receiver address to a packet and encrypts it using the mix’s
public key. Upon receiving a packet, the mix decrypts the packet using its private key. Different from an ordinary router, a mix usually will not relay the
received packet immediately. Rather, it will attempt to perturb the flows through
the Mix in order to foil an attacker’s effort to link incoming and outgoing packets or flows. It does this, typically, in three ways: First, it re-encrypts the packet
to foil attacks that attempt to match packets in the payload data domain. Then,
it re-routes the packet to foil correlation attacks that rely on route traceback.
Finally, it perturbs the flows in the time domain through batching, reordering,
and link padding. Batching collects several packets and then sends them out in
a batch. The order of packets may be altered as well. Both these batching techniques are important in order to prevent timing-based attacks. Different batching
and reordering strategies are summarized in [4] and [6].

Most practical systems employ only a subset of these strategies, for different
reasons. For example, Onion Router [9], Crowds [10], Morphmix [11], P5 [12],
and Tor [5] do not use any batching and reordering techniques.
A network may consist of multiple mixes that are inter-connected by a network such as the Internet. A mix network may provide enhanced anonymity, as
payload packets may go through several mixes so that if one mix is compromised, anonymity can still be maintained.

3.2

Threat Model

We assume a passive adversary, whose capabilities are summarized as follows:
1. The adversary observes a number of input and output links of a mix, collects the packet arrival and departure times, and analyzes them. This type
of attack is passive, since traffic is not actively altered (by, say, dropping,
inserting, and/or modifying packets during a communication session), and
is therefore often difficult to detect. This type of attack can be easily staged
on wired and wireless links [13] by a variety of agents, such as governments
or malicious ISPs [14].
2. For simplicity of discussion, we assume a global adversary, i.e. an adversary
that has observation points on all links between mixes in the mix network.
While this assumption seems overly strong, it is not, as the attacker will
naturally aggregate mixes for which it has no observation points into supermixes.
3. We don’t assume that the adversary has access to any per-flow information.
That is, it may only observe aggregates of flows. This is in contrast to most
anonymity attacks (e.g., [2, 4, 6],) which start from a priori flow information
and attempt to identify the flow in an aggregate.
4. The adversary cannot correlate (based on packet timing, content, or size)
an individual packet on an input link to another packet on an output link
based on content and packet size. This is prevented by encryption and packet
padding, respectively.
5. We focus on mixes operating as simple proxy. In other words, no batching
or reordering is used. Link padding (with dummy packets) is not used either.
This follows the practice of some existing mix networks, such as Tor [5].
6. Finally, we assume that the specific objective of the adversary is to identify
the path of a flow in a mix network if there is some knowledge about the
flow, or to determine a map of traffic directions in the mix network.

4

Flow Separation in Mix Networks

In this section, we will first define the problem in the context of blind source
separation and then describe how to apply the flow separation method in a mix
network.
4.1

Blind Source Separation

Blind source separation is a methodology in statistical signal processing to recover unobserved “source” signals from a set of observed mixtures of the signals. The separation is called “blind” to emphasize that the source signals are not
observed and that the mixture is a black box to the observer. While no knowledge is available about the mixture, in many cases it can be safely assumed
that source signals are independent. In its simplest form [15], the blind source
separation model assumes n independent signals F1 (t), · · · , Fn (t) and n obserP
vations of mixtures O1 (t), · · · , On (t) where Oi (t) = nj=1 aij Fj (t). The goal
of blind source separation is to reconstruct the source signals Fj (t) using only
the observed data Oi (t) and the assumption of independence among the signals
Fj (t). A very nice introduction to the statistical principles behind blind source
separation is given in [15]. The common methods employed in blind source
separation are minimization of mutual information [16, 17], maximization of
nongaussianity [18, 19] and maximization of likelihood [20, 21].
4.2

Flow Separation as a Blind Source Separation Problem

In this paper, we define a flow as a series of packets that are exchanged between a
pair of hosts. Typically, such a flow is identified by a tuple of source/destination
addresses and port numbers. Similarly, we define an aggregate flow at the linklevel to be the sum of the packets (belonging to different flows) on the link. We
define the aggregate flow at mix-level as sum of packets through the same input
and output port of a mix. Unless specified, otherwise the word “flow” in the
remaining of this paper means “mix-level aggregate flow” for brevity.
We will show in this paper that, for the attacker who tries to break the
anonymity of a mix, it is very helpful to separate the flows through the mix
based on the observation of the link traffic. The separation of the flows through
the mix can recover the traffic pattern of flows, which can be used in further
attacks, such as the frequency spectrum matching attack described in Section
4.3 or the time domain cross-correlation attack [2].
In this paper, we are interested in the traffic pattern carried in the time series
of packet counts during each sample interval T . For example, in Figure 1, the

attacker can get a time series O1 = [o11 , o12 , · · · , o1n ] of packet counts by observing the link between Sender S1 and the mix. We use n to denote the sample size
in this paper. The attacker’s objective is to recover the packet count time series
Fi = [f1i , f2i , · · · , fni ] for each flow. For the simplest case, we assume that (a)
there is no congestion in mix and that (b) the time series can be synchronized.
(We will relax both assumptions in later sections.) In the example of Figure 1,
the time series F1 is contained in both time series O1 and O3 i.e. O1 = F1 + F2 ,
O3 = F1 + F3 . For a mix with j input ports, k output ports and m mix-level
aggregate flows, we can rewrite the problem in vector-matrix notation,
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where A(j+k)×m is called mixing matrix in the blind source separation problem
[3].
The flow separation can be solved using a number of blind source separation techniques. The rationale for blind source separation relies on the fact that
the aggregate flows through a mix are independent from each other, since the
aggregate flows are from different sources. Even the flows from a same host,
such as F1 and F2 , can be regarded as independent as they follow different
paths and controlled by different sockets. This independence assumption is of
course only valid as long as Sender S1 is not heavily overloaded, since otherwise
one flow would influence the other. Given the observations O1 , O2 , · · · , Oj+k ,
blind source separation techniques estimate the independent aggregate flows
F1 , F2 , · · · , Fm by maximizing the independence between estimated aggregate
flows. In the following, we need to keep in mind that flow separation often is not
able to separate individual flows. Rather, mix-level aggregates flows that share
the links at the observation points form the minimum separable unit.
Issues about Blind Source Separation Basic blind source separation algorithms require the number of observations to be larger than or equal to the number of independent components. For flow separation, this means that j + k ≥ m,
where j and k denote the number of observations at the input and output of the
mix, respectively, and m denotes the number of flows. Advanced blind source
separation algorithms [22, 23] target over-complete bases problems and can be
used for the case where m > j + k. But they usually require that m, the number of independent flows, be known. Since all the mix traffic is encrypted and
padded, it is hard for the attacker to estimate m. In this paper, we assume that
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Fig. 1. An Example for Flow Model

m = j + k. The cost of this assumption is that some independent flows can not
be separated, that is, they remain mixed. We will see that this is not a severe
constraint, in particular not in mix networks where flows that remain mixed in
some separations can be separated using separation results from neighboring
mixes.
Unless there is multicast or broadcast traffic through the mix, the j + k
observations will have some redundancy, because the summation of all the observations on the input ports are equal to the summation of all the observations
on the output ports. In other words, the row vectors of the mixing matrix are
linearly dependent. Again, the cost of the redundancy is that some independent
flows are not separated.
The flow estimation generated by blind source separation algorithms is usually a lifted, scaled version of the actual flow (of its time series, actually). Sometimes, the estimated flow may be of different sign than the actual flow. Both lifting and scaling do not affect the frequency components of the time series, and
so frequency matching can be used to further analyze the generated data.
Furthermore, since the elements of the estimated mixing matrix are not binary, it is not straightforward to tell the direction of each aggregate flow. Some
heuristic approach can be used, but we leave this to further research.
In the rest of this paper, we will show that the issues identified above can be
largely solved with the use of appropriate frequency matching.

4.3

Frequency Matching

After the flows have been separated, a number of flow aggregates ( some of them
consisting of a single flow) have been determined to traverse the mix, each with a
given time series of packet counts. It is not known, however, without appropriate
post-processing, on which links each of these flows enters and leaves the mix.

Frequency spectrum matching has shown to be particularly effective to further analyze the traffic. The rationale for the use of frequency matching is fourfold: First, the dynamics of a flow, especially a TCP flow [24], is characterized
by its periodicities. By matching the frequency spectrum of a known flow with
that of the estimated flows obtained by blind source separation, we can identify
the known flow with high accuracy. Second, frequency matching can easily remove the ambiguities introduced by the lifting and scaling in the estimated time
series by removing the zero-frequency component. Third, frequency spectrum
matching can also be applied on the mix-level aggregate flows, since the different frequency components in each individual flow can characterize the aggregate
flow. Fourth, the low frequency components of traffic are often not affected by
congestion as they traverse multiple switches and mixes. This is particularly
the case for TCP traffic, where the frequency components are largely defined
by the behavior at the end hosts. In summary, frequency spectrum analysis has
excellent prerequisites to be highly effective.
Even if no information is available about individual flows, the attacker can
easily determine if there is communication between two neighboring mixes.
Matching the estimated aggregate flows through the neighboring mixes can
give attackers more information, such as how many aggregate flows are going
through the next mix. In a mix network, an aggregate flow through a mix may
split into aggregate flows of smaller size, multiplex with other aggregate flows,
or do both. By matching the estimated aggregate flows through neighboring
mixes, the attacker can detect the split and multiplex. Based on the information gathered, the attacker can eventually get a detailed map of traffic in a mix
network. In Section 7, we show a traffic map obtained from the aggregate flow
matching.
The sample interval T is important to the frequency spectrum matching.
The averaging effect of sample interval T on frequency spectrum matching results can be modeled as low-pass filtering. If we are matching TCP flows, it
is important to select a proper sample interval to avoid filtering out interesting
TCP frequency components such as round trip time (RTT), time-out frequencies. More details on selecting T and modeling of the effect of T can be found
in [24].
In the following, we will be using frequency matching of the separated flows
against the actual flows in the network to measure the accuracy of the flow separation. The rationale for this method is that a highly accurate flow separation
will result in good matching with the component flows, whereas a poor separation will generate separated flows that can not be matched with the actual
ones.
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Fig. 2. Experiment Setup for Single Mix

5

Evaluation on Single Mix with Different Combinations of Traffic

In this section, we will evaluate the performance of flow separation for a single
mix. We use the blind source separation algorithm proposed in [25] to separate
the flows. The accuracy of separation will be measured using frequency matching with actual flows.
5.1

Experiment Setup

Figure 2 shows the experimental network setup for the single mix. We use ns-2
to simulate the network. The links in the figure are all of 10M bit/s bandwidth
and 10ms delay if not specifically mentioned otherwise. (Senders and receivers
can be at large distances from the mix, potentially connecting through several
routers and switches.) In the series of experiments in this section, the mix under
study has two input ports and two output ports and four aggregate flows passing
through the mix, as shown in Figure 1. We will study mixes with more than two
ports in Section 6. Unless specified otherwise, we will use time observation intervals of 32second length and sample interval of 10ms length, resulting in time
series of size n = 3200. Similar results were obtained for shorter observations
as well.
5.2

Metrics

In the following, we will adopt two metrics to evaluate the accuracy of the flow
separation. Both metrics are based on a comparison of the separated flows with
the actual flows in the mix.
As first performance metric, we use mean square error (MSE), a widely
used performance criterion in blind source separation research. Let
FA = [f1A , f2A , · · · , fnA ] represent the time series of the actual flow and FB =

[f1B , f2B , · · · , fnB ] represent the time series estimated by the blind source separation algorithm. To match the time series FA with FB , we first need to scale
and lift FB so that they have the same mean and variance.
std(FA )
· (FB − mean(FB ) · [1, 1, · · · , 1]) + mean(FA ) · [1, 1, · · · , 1] ,
std(FB )
(2)
where std(F ) and mean(F ) denote the standard deviation and average of the
time series F , respectively. The mean square error is defined as follows:

FB0 =

εA,B =

kFA − FB0 k2
.
n

(3)

Since the times series FB can be a flipped version of FA , we need to match FA
with −FB as well.
As the second metric, we use what we call frequency spectrum matching
rate. We define the matching rate to be the probability that the separated flow
FB has the highest frequency spectrum cross-correlation with the actual flow
FA .
We note that, while the mean square error captures the accuracy of the separation in the time domain, the matching rate captures the effectiveness of the
separation in the frequency domain.
5.3

Different Types of Traffic

In this experiment the mix carries four aggregate flows: one FTP flow, one sequence of HTTP requests, and two on/off UDP flows. The parameters for the
flows are as follows: Flow 1: FTP flow, with round trip time around 80ms. Flow
2: UDP-1 flow, on/off traffic, with burst rate 2500kbit/s, average burst time
13ms and average idle time 6ms. Flow 3: HTTP flows, with average page size
2048 byte. Flow 4: UDP-2, on/off traffic with burst rate 4000kbit/s, average
burst time 12ms and average idle time 5ms. All the random parameters for the
flows are exponentially distributed. The flows are passing through the mix as
shown in Figure 1.
Figure 3(a) shows portions of the actual time series and of 3(b) of the estimated time series. From these figures, it is apparent that the flipped version of
the actual flow 3 (HTTP flows) is contained in the estimated flow 2. We also
observe the resemblance between actual flow 1 (FTP flow) and estimated flow
4. Estimated flow 1 is clearly not close to any actual flows. This inability to fully
separate the flows is caused by the redundancy contained in the observations, as
described in Section 4.2.
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Fig. 3. Example of Flow Separation for Different Types of Traffic
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Figure 4 shows the separation accuracy using the two metrics defined earlier.
We note in Figure 4(b) that both the separated flow and its flipped time series
is compared against the actual flows. Both metrics can identify the FTP flow,
HTTP flows and one UDP flow. But the two metrics disagree on the other UDP
flow. This is because of the redundancy in the observations, and the two UDP
flows can not be separated. MSE fails for this case since it is designed for oneto-one flow matching while frequency spectrum matching is more suitable for
matching of flows against aggregates. The latter case is more common in the
context of flow separation.
5.4

Different Types of Traffic with Multicast Flow

In this experiment, the flow UDP-1 in the previous experiment is multicast to
both output ports.
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Portions of the actual flows and the estimated flows are shown in Figure 5.
We observe the correspondence between the actual flows and estimated flows
easily. In comparison with the previous experiment, we can conclude that multicast flows can help the flow separation. The reason is that in this experiment
there is no redundant observation when the multicast flow is passing through the
mix.
MSE performance metrics in Figure 6 identify the flows successfully. Frequency spectrum matching successfully determines the FTP and HTTP flows,
but does not perform well on the UDP flows. This is because the two UDP flows
have similar periods, and the periodical behavior is not strong for exponential
on/off traffic.
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Fig. 7. Performance of Flow Separation for TCP-Only Traffic (without Multicast Traffic)

5.5

TCP-Only Traffic

Since most of the traffic in today’s networks is TCP traffic, we focus on TCP
traffic in the next series of experiments. All the flows in this experiment are FTP
flows. To distinguish the flows, we vary the link delays between the sender and
mix, with S1 having 10ms link delay to the mix, and S2 having 15ms delay.
Figure 7 shows the flow separation performance. Since there is no multicast traffic, the redundancy in observations results that TCP Flow 1 and TCP
Flow2 are still mixed. But the flows are identified successfully, especially by
the frequency spectrum matching method.
5.6

TCP-Only Traffic with Multicast Flow

In this experiment, we change one FTP flow in the previous experiment to a
multicast UDP flow. The UDP flow is exponential on/off traffic with the same
parameter as UDP-1 in the experiment of Section 5.3.
Figure 8 shows the flow separation performance. Similarly to the effect of
multicast flow on different types of traffic, the four flows are separated completely since there are no redundant observations. We can also observe that
the frequency spectrum method identifies the FTP flows successfully. But the
performance on the exponential on/off UDP flow is not as good as FTP flows
because exponential traffic flow’s frequency signature is very weak.

6

Evaluation of Scalability of Flow Separation

We evaluated the scalability of flow separation in a series of experiments. We
first increased the number of flows in mix-level aggregate flows (the number
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Fig. 8. Performance of Flow Separation for TCP-Only Traffic (with Multicast Traffic)

of aggregate flows remains constant), then increased the number of mix-level
aggregate flows, and finally increased the number of ports per mix.
These experiments focus on a single mix. We use frequency spectrum matching results as performance metrics. Following are the observations for this series
of experiments. (Refer to [26] for more details of the experiments and results.)
The performance of flow separation remains high when we increase the
number of flows per mix-level aggregate flow, increase the number of mix-level
aggregate flows, and increase the number of ports per mix. For example, with 20
flows per aggregate, the lowest matching for a 100Mbit/s link and 0.05 second
sample interval is still above 65%.
We note that, as we increase the size of aggregate flows, the congestion
caused by TCP flows leads to less accurate flow separation. However, this can
be compensated by increasing the sample interval.
Increasing the number of aggregate flows may lead to some flows not being
separable due to a shortage of observations. Nevertheless, the frequency matching rate remains high. The same applies to experiments on increasing numbers
of ports per mix.
In summary, it can be safely said that blind source separation has a high
performance in large systems as well.

7

Evaluation for Mix Networks

Flow separation can also be used in mix networks when assuming a global passive attacker. The attacker can do flow separation at each mix according to observations obtained at that mix. Then the attacker can correlate the separated
aggregate flows to derive the traffic map of the whole mix network.

Flows

Path

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

S1 → M10 → M1 → M3 → M5 → M7 → M9 → M11 → M50 → R1
S2 → M10 → M1 → M4 → M5 → M8 → M9 → M12 → M70 → R5
S3 → M20 → M1 → M3 → M5 → M7 → M9 → M11 → M60 → R3
S4 → M20 → M1 → M4 → M5 → M8 → M9 → M12 → M80 → R7
S5 → M30 → M2 → M3 → M6 → M7 → M10 → M11 → M50 → R2
S6 → M30 → M2 → M4 → M6 → M8 → M10 → M12 → M70 → R6
S7 → M40 → M2 → M3 → M6 → M7 → M10 → M11 → M60 → R4
S8 → M40 → M2 → M4 → M6 → M8 → M10 → M12 → M80 → R8
→ M3 → M5 → M8 → M10 →
→ M3 → M6 → M8 → M 9 →
→ M4 → M5 → M7 → M10 →
→ M4 → M6 → M7 → M 9 →

Parameters Throughput (packets/s)
FTP
FTP
FTP
FTP
FTP
FTP
FTP
FTP
Pareto
Pareto
Pareto
Pareto

106.125
100.791
95.936
91.541
87.531
83.858
80.483
77.357
319.317
318.558
321.806
323.36

Table 1. Flow Configuration
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Fig. 9. Experiment Setup of Mix Network

7.1

Experiment Setup

Figure 9 shows the network setup in this experiment. Eight FTP flows from
senders on the left side traverse the mix network. To distinguish these eight FTP
flows, we incrementally add 5ms delay to the link connected to each sender. To
simulate the cross traffic in the mix network, four larger aggregates of flows are
added to the mix network. In order to mimic a self-similar network traffic in general [27], the high-volume cross traffic is Pareto distributed. The configuration
of the flows is shown in Table 1.
In the center of the mix network, the traffic volume ratio between link-level
aggregate traffic and each individual flow from senders is at least 7 : 1. We assume the attacker can observe links connected to Mix M1 , M2 , · · · , M12 . Thus,
a flow originating from S1 can take 26 possible paths.
7.2

Performance Metrics

To evaluate the performance of detecting a flow in the network, we introduce a
network-level performance metrics, which is based on the entropy-based anonymity

degree proposed in [28, 29]. Suppose we are interested in flow Fx . The attacker
can suspect the flow Fx taking a path Pi with probability pi based on the information gathered from the anonymity attack on the mix network. Assuming there
are h possible paths that can be suspected as the path taken by the flow Fx , we
define the anonymity degree as
D=−

h
X

pi log2 pi

.

(4)

i=1

Suppose a flow originating from S1 in Figure 9 is suspected to use each
of the 26 possible paths with equal probability. Then the anonymity degree is
D = 6bit.
7.3

Performance

Figure 10 shows the mean value of the cross correlation using frequency spectrum matching for the first four FTP flows and the separated flows recovered
from Mix 1−12. The cross-correlation values less than 0.1 are marked as white.
Please note that the cross-correlation values between separated flows recovered
from the same mix are also marked as white. This includes the cross-correlation
(auto-correlation) for the same separated flow or FTP flow.
From the cross-correlation map shown in Figure 10, we can easily figure out
the traffic direction in the mix network.
Figure 11 shows an algorithm to detect a flow say Fx in the network based
on flow separation and frequency spectrum matching. The main idea behind the
algorithm is to first use the aggregate flow Ftmp , which is determined to be on
the path previously to match the separated flows on the neighboring mixes. The
threshold threshold 1 is used to determine the Candidate array which includes
the separated flows that have some components of the identified aggregate flow
Ftmp . Then we match the flow Fx with the separated flows in the Candidate
array to determine the most closely matching flow on the next hop. The process continues until the correlation is too weak, which is determined by the
threshold threshold 2. Thresholds threshold 1 and threshold 2 can be determined by online learning based either on data collected by attacker or on some
heuristics setting. The algorithm uses dynamic programming. It can be further
improved by considering more possible routes and select the ones that have have
the largest overall possibilities.
We set the Thresholds threshold 1 to zero and threshold 2 to 0.1 heuristically. The result is based on the observations of 32 seconds of traffic. Our data
indicates that similar results can be obtained with significantly smaller observation intervals. Our results indicate that the attack is very effective. In most
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Fig. 10. Mean Value of Cross Correlation between Four FTP flow and Estimated Flows

cases, the anonymity was reduced from 6 bit to zero bit, while in one case, it
was reduced form 6 bit to about 0.5 bit.

8

Discussion

In this paper, we focus on simple proxy mixes because of their popular use
in practical anonymity systems. But flow separation can also be used to attack
mixes that use other batching strategies, such as the timed mix. Timed mixes
batch the packets and release them every t seconds. So packets arriving at a
timed mix in one batch will depart in the next batch. In turn, the noise in the
observation at the output ports caused by queuing delays is zero as long as the
timed mix is not congested. This helps the flow separation attack.
Flow separation attacks can also be used in wireless ad-hoc anonymity networks such as ANODR [30]. ANODR assumes that the packets in wireless
anonymity network are encrypted and sender uses broadcast to avoid MAC address disclosure. Flow separation is more powerful in wireless anonymity network for two reasons: First, the passive attacker can easily get a larger number of
observations in a wireless setting than in wired network by simply placing more
wireless receivers in the wireless anonymity network. In order to eliminate redundant observations, the locations of these wireless receivers will depend on
the transmission range of the wireless transmitters in the wireless anonymity
network. Second, the attacker can execute a flow separation attack not only on

Ftmp=Fx
Mtmp=Mx
while (mix Mtmp is not a dead-end) do {
empty Candidate array
for each mix Mi connected to Mtmp {
for each flow F’y separated by flow separation attack on Mi {
matching(Ftmp, F’y)=Cross-correlation coefficient of the frequency
spectrums of Ftmp and F’y
if matching(Ftmp, F’y)> threshold_1
record (F’ y, Mi) into array Candidate
}
}
find the element (F’max, Mmax) in candidate array, so that
matching(Fx, F’max) ≥matching(Fx, F’y), for any F’y in Candidate array
if matching(Fx, F’max) <threshold_2
break
Ftmp=F’max
Mtmp=Mmax
record Mmax as a mix on the flow path
}
Fig. 11. Flow Detection Algorithm

the basis of packet count time series but also on the physical strength of the
wireless signal.
The countermeasures to flow separation attacks are intuitive.
– Padding the links so that the observations obtained by the passive attacker
are identical, or at least mostly redundant.
– Use pool-mix like batching strategies. Pool mixes fire packets with a certain
probability p. If the probability p is small enough, the aggregate flows at
the output ports can be significantly different from aggregate flows at the
input ports. Adding noise in the passive attacker’s observations can degrade
the performance of flow separation attacks. But the cost will be increased
packet transfer latency and lower throughput, especially for TCP traffic.
– Increase the dependency among flows by adding dependent dummy traffic
flows to the mix-level aggregate flows.
– Padding each aggregate flow so that the distribution of the packet count
is Gaussian. Most blind source separation algorithms fail when the signals
mixed are Gaussian distributed. But different classes of blind source separation algorithm that make use of the time structure of the signals can still
separate the flows e.g., [31, 32].
In general, it can be said that blind source separation algorithms coping
with noisy delayed signals, over-complete base problems are still active research

topics in blind source separation research. Flow separation attacks will be more
powerful when more advanced algorithms become available.
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Conclusion and Future Work

Traditional flow-based anonymity attacks often do not perform well in large
systems, either because they rely on the observability of some flow data before
the flow enters the mix network, or because they do not cope well with with
large flow aggregates, which give raise to low signal-to-noise ratios. It would be
therefore helpful to be able to pre-condition the traffic analysis data in order to
reduce the size of flow aggregates by separating the flows.
We proposed a new anonymity attack, called the flow separation attack that
can be used either alone or as a pre-conditioner, in conjunctions with other attacks, to significantly reduce the effectiveness of anonymous communication
systems. We base flow separation on blind source separation, which is widely
used to recover individual signals from mixtures of signals. Our experiments
show that the anonymity attack is effective and scalable. With the aid of further
attacks, such as frequency spectrum matching, flow separation can be used to
detect the path taken by a flow in a mix network. Flow separation can also be
used to simply recover the traffic map of the anonymity network. We discuss the
possible usage of flow separation attack in different anonymity network settings,
and we elaborate on criteria for its countermeasures.
Our future work will focus on the usage of the attack in the wireless and
ad-hoc anonymity networks. We also planning to analytically model the effectiveness of the attack.
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